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Abstract
Purpose. To use an established computer simulation model of radiofrequency (RF) ablation to characterize the combined
effects of varying perfusion, and electrical and thermal conductivity on RF heating.
Methods. Two-compartment computer simulation of RF heating using 2-D and 3-D finite element analysis (ETherm) was
performed in three phases (n¼ 88 matrices, 144 data points each). In each phase, RF application was systematically modeled
on a clinically relevant template of application parameters (i.e., varying tumor and surrounding tissue perfusion: 0–5 kg/m3-s)
for internally cooled 3 cm single and 2.5 cm cluster electrodes for tumor diameters ranging from 2–5 cm, and RF application
times (6–20 min). In the first phase, outer thermal conductivity was changed to reflect three common clinical scenarios: soft
tissue, fat, and ascites (0.5, 0.23, and 0.7 W/m-�C, respectively). In the second phase, electrical conductivity was changed to
reflect different tumor electrical conductivities (0.5 and 4.0 S/m, representing soft tissue and adjuvant saline injection,
respectively) and background electrical conductivity representing soft tissue, lung, and kidney (0.5, 0.1, and 3.3 S/m,
respectively). In the third phase, the best and worst combinations of electrical and thermal conductivity characteristics were
modeled in combination. Tissue heating patterns and the time required to heat the entire tumor �a 5 mm margin to450�C
were assessed.
Results. Increasing background tissue thermal conductivity increases the time required to achieve a 50�C isotherm for all
tumor sizes and electrode types, but enabled ablation of a given tumor size at higher tissue perfusions. An inner thermal
conductivity equivalent to soft tissue (0.5 W/m-�C) surrounded by fat (0.23 W/m-�C) permitted the greatest degree of tumor
heating in the shortest time, while soft tissue surrounded by ascites (0.7 W/m-�C) took longer to achieve the 50�C isotherm,
and complete ablation could not be achieved at higher inner/outer perfusions (44 kg/m3-s). For varied electrical
conductivities in the setting of varied perfusion, greatest RF heating occurred for inner electrical conductivities simulating
injection of saline around the electrode with an outer electrical conductivity of soft tissue, and the least amount of heating
occurring while simulating renal cell carcinoma in normal kidney. Characterization of these scenarios demonstrated the role
of electrical and thermal conductivity interactions, with the greatest differences in effect seen in the 3–4 cm tumor range, as
almost all 2 cm tumors and almost no 5 cm tumors could be treated.
Conclusion. Optimal combinations of thermal and electrical conductivity can partially negate the effect of perfusion. For
clinically relevant tumor sizes, thermal and electrical conductivity impact which tumors can be successfully ablated even in
the setting of almost non-existent perfusion.
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Introduction

Radiofrequency (RF) ablation has been used for the

treatment of focal primary and secondary liver

malignancies as a minimally invasive, image-guided

alternative to standard surgical resection [1–4].

The largest studies and greatest clinical experience
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with RF ablation has been in treating hepatocellular

carcinoma, and long-term studies have demonstrated

survival outcomes similar to surgical resection or

focal tumors <3 cm in diameter [3, 5]. As such,

current RF clinical paradigms, including determina-

tions of RF energy deposition and application times,

have been developed for liver models, and tailored to

hepatic tissue characteristics. However, RF ablation

is being increasingly applied for the minimally

invasive, image-guided treatment of focal tumors in

a wide range of tissue sites, including, kidney [6],

lung [7, 8], and bone [9, 10] which have markedly

varied tissue characteristics [11, 12].

RF ablation-induced coagulation is dependent

upon achieving focal temperatures usually exceeding

50�C for 4–6 min within the designated tissue [13].

The principles of this are characterized by Pennes

et al. in the Bioheat equation [14] and further

conceptually simplified to describe the basic relation-

ship guiding thermal ablation induced coagulation

necrosis as ‘coagulation necrosis¼ energy deposi-

ted� local tissue interactions� heat loss’ [15]. Prior

experimental and clinical studies have demonstrated

the importance of intrinsic tissue characteristics,

such as tissue perfusion and electrical and thermal

conductivity, on RF energy deposition and tissue

heating [16–18]. However, given inherent variability

of clinical tumor ablation, characterization of the

multi-factorial RF energy-tissue interactions is too

complex for initial direct clinical interrogation.

More recently, use of computer simulation and

modeling of the Bioheat equation has been used to

characterize the influence of specific tissue char-

acteristics on RF tissue heating [19–23]. These

studies have modulated characteristics individually

in both a uniform setting and a two compartment

model (with differing inner ‘tumor’ and outer

‘normal background tissue’ characteristics), that

provides closer simulation to clinical realities.

Along these lines, using a two-compartment

finite-element model based upon the Bioheat

equation, we have confirmed the importance of

tumor size, as well as tumor and background

perfusion on RF tissue heating patterns and time of

ablation [21]. Prior work has also underscored the

role of tissue electrical and thermal conductivities

on RF heating patterns [20, 24, 25]. Yet, the

impact of the interaction between these tissue

parameters has not been fully elucidated. The

next step in this process, and the purpose of this

study, is to use an established two-compartment

computer simulation model of RF energy

(ETherm) to further characterize the combined

effects of varying tumor size, perfusion, and

electrical and thermal conductivity on RF heating,

particularly for clinically relevant situations and

tissue parameters.

Materials and methods

Overview of experimental design

A two-compartment computer simulation of RF

heating using a finite element analysis model

(ETherm) was performed (total n¼ 88 matrices,

144 data points each (12 inner perfusion points� 12

outer perfusion points, per map)). Simulated RF

application (6–20 min) was systematically modeled

for tumor diameters of 2–5 cm on a clinically relevant

template of tumor and surrounding tissue perfusion

(0–5 kg/m3-s each, in increments of 0.5 kg/m3-s) for

internally cooled 3 cm single and 2.5 cm cluster

electrodes. In phase I, outer thermal conductivity

was changed to reflect three commonly encountered

clinical scenarios: soft tissue, fat, and ascites

(0.5, 0.23, and 0.7 W/m-�C, respectively). For phase

I, 24 matrices were generated (2 electrodes (3 cm

single and 2.5 cm cluster)� 3 scenarios� 4 tumor

sizes (2–5 cm, 1 cm increments); 144 data point

simulations each). In phase II, electrical conductivity

was changed to reflect commonly encountered

clinical scenarios of normal soft tissue and saline

injection within the tumors (0.5 and 4.0 S/m,

respectively) for the varied background electrical

conductivities of soft tissue, lung, and kidney

(0.5, 0.1, and 3.3 S/m, respectively). For phase II,

48 matrices were generated (6 scenarios� 2 electro-

des� 4 tumor sizes; 144 data point simulations

each). In phase III, the ‘best’ (i.e., simulating saline

injected around the electrode surrounded by soft

tissue (electrical inner and outer conductivity of 4.0

and 0.5 S/m, respectively), surrounded by fat

(thermal inner and outer conductivity of 0.5 and

0.23 W/m-�C, respectively)) and ‘worst’ case scenar-

ios (i.e. simulating tumor in kidney (electrical inner

and outer conductivity of 0.5 and 3.3 S/m, respec-

tively), surrounded by ascites (thermal inner and

outer conductivity of 0.5 and 0.7 W/m-�C, respec-

tively)) combinations of thermal and electrical

conductivity were modeled. For phase III, 16

matrices were generated (2 scenarios� 2 electro-

des� 4 tumors sizes; 144 data point simulations

each). Tissue heating and the time required to heat

the entire tumor �a 5 mm margin to 450�C were

assessed, given that these are current commonly used

surrogate endpoints for RF ablation [26].

Computer simulation model

All software was provided by Field Precision

(Albuquerque, NM) [22, 23]. A two-dimensional

finite-element model of coupled RF electric fields

and thermal transport was used as a platform for

performing computer simulated RF ablation of 3 cm

single electrodes, while a three-dimensional model

was used for the more complex geometry of
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cluster electrodes. Comparative temperature profiles

were generated using computer simulation of the

electrostatic equations coupled to Pennes’ Bioheat

equation (ETherm) [27, 28]. Prior versions of this

model have been validated as predictive of tissue

heating and ablation in ex vivo liver [24, 25, 29]. The

computer model has been modified with a general

control algorithm to permit the generation of

matrices of large volumes of data from which we

fashioned temperature response surfaces. The model

has been previously modified to be biologically

relevant, most notably by constructing a temperature

limitation control [20]. Specifically, temperature

within the model is not allowed to exceed 100�C,

the temperature at which boiling limits the ability to

apply RF energy (100�C was reached in every

simulation) [30]. The model automatically provides

the necessary current to achieve up to 100�C heating

in the system to a maximum specified current (as

would occur clinically, based upon maximum

current output of presently available commercial

RF generators). When 100�C is achieved at any point

in space or time during the simulated RF application,

the program automatically reduces the applied

voltage to the maximum level at which no tissue is

heated beyond this temperature. Thus, our model

mimics the biological and physical constraints pre-

sent during actual RF ablation including experimen-

tally realistic temperature and current limitations.

Additionally, for the purposes of this study, simu-

lated perfusion was eliminated for all mesh points

that reached a temperature of 50�C to simulate

coagulation eliminated microvascular perfusion [31].

Finally, the computer model incorporated varying

electrical conductivity according to changes in

temperature (with increasing electrical conductivity

by 1% for every increase in 1�C), to simulate in vivo

conditions as demonstrated in prior studies [32].

Finite-element analysis software

To simulate a 3 cm single probe of 0.146 cm

(17 gauge) in diameter in tumors of different sizes

2 cm, 3 cm, 4 cm, in a cylindrical background tissue

of 10 cm in length and 14 cm in diameter, we used

the computer program Mesh version 5.0 (Field

Precision) to generate conformal triangular meshes.

For 2D finite-element calculation for both the

electrical and thermal solutions, we used ETherm

to performed coupled electro-thermal solutions

using the geometry generated by Mesh (Figure 1).

To simulate a 2.5 cm cluster electrode in tumors of

different sizes in a cylindrical background tissue of

10 cm in length and 14 cm in diameter, we used the

computer program MetaMesh (Field Precision) to

generate conformal meshes of hexahedrons for the

3D calculations (Figure 1). For 3D finite-element

calculation for both the electrical and thermal

solutions, we used ETherm3 to performed coupled

electro-thermal solutions using the geometry gener-

ated by MetaMesh. We used ETherm3 to performed

coupled electro-thermal solutions using the geometry

generated by MetaMesh.

Simulated RF application

RF parameters were selected to best simulate clinical

practice using a commonly used electrode system.

This included the use of internally cooled electrodes

(10�C) of 3 cm tip length single or 2.5 cm tip length

cluster, a generator maximum current output of

2000 mA. RF application time varied as specified,

ranging from 8–20 min at 500 KHz [2, 33].

Two compartment model

In order to assess the wide range of clinically relevant

tumor and background characteristics, a previously

reported [20] template was used that enabled us to

Figure 1. Finite element model meshes. This is an illustrative representation of both the (A) 2D finite element model used
for simulating a 3 cm single internally cooled electrode in a 4 cm tumor (as denoted by the purple), and (B) the 3D finite
element model used to simulate a 2.5 cm cluster electrode in a 4 cm tumor.
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study the effects of a defined parameter space

(response contour) consisting of a varied range of

tissue perfusion for inner ‘tumors’ of variable radius,

surrounded by uniform tissue parenchyma. A vari-

able sized two-compartment model of 10 cm radius

was used. At the innermost region of the cylindrically

symmetrical model, is a 3 cm long, 0.146 cm (17G)

wide electrode or 2.5 cm cluster electrodes

(Figure 1). Surrounding this is an inner compart-

ment of 4 cm length of a variable diameter measuring

1–5 cm (simulating tumors of corresponding dia-

meters). For two-compartment modeling, a range of

varied inner (0–5 kg/m3-s) and outer (0–5 kg/m3-s)

perfusions were used for each tumor size. The inner

and outer electrical and thermal conductivities

were varied as described above. The remainder of

the underlying tissue characteristics were standar-

dized and identical for both the inner and outer

compartments and were selected to approximate

normal liver parenchyma (including specific permit-

tivity of 2000, specific heat of 3400 J/Kg-�C) [34].

Outcome measurements

The primary measurement used to evaluate RF

heating patterns was the 50�C isotherm (i.e., the

distance from RF electrode at which the temperature

of the tissue is simulated to be 50�C at the end of the

RF ablation session), as this has been used in the past

to represent the standardized clinically relevant

outcome (i.e., the temperature above which the

tissue is completely irreversibly coagulated) for

high-energy point-source tissue ablation [20]. For

two-compartment models, the times required to

achieve a minimum 50�C temperature at specified

distances from the electrode, specifically at the tumor

margin and an ‘ablative margin’ of normal tissue

(defined as 5 mm of surrounding normal tissue

beyond the tumor margin [35]) was also recorded

(Figure 2).

Data analysis

For both single and cluster electrodes, resultant 50�C

isotherms were used to construct contour maps

(surface responses) expressing the relationship

between inner and outer perfusion and heating,

using Dataplot graphing software (D-plot,

Vicksburg, MS). Separate surface responses were

created for different tumor sizes (2–5 cm diameter)

and single and cluster electrodes. Additionally, sur-

face contour plots were also constructed demon-

strated the 50�C isotherms for varying RF times

(6–20 min) for both single and cluster electrodes.

Figure 2. Effect of varying outer tissue thermal conductivity on RF heating for a 3 cm single electrode.
This figure demonstrates the differences in the time required to achieve 50�C, using an internally cooled 3 cm single
electrode, of the entire 3 cm tumor (0.5 W/m-�C) (without (top) and with (bottom) a 5 mm ablative margin) surrounded by
fat (left, 0.23 W/m-�C), soft tissue (middle, 0.5 W/m-�C), and fluid (right, 0.7 W/m-�C), for varying inner tumor (y-axis) and
outer tissue (x-axis) perfusions. Increasing the outer tissue thermal conductivity (fluid4soft tissue4fat) increases the time
required to achieve ablation of the tumor alone from 6-8 min (fat) to up to 20 min (fluid), and at high perfusion states,
complete ablation cannot be achieved. As an example, in treating renal cell carcinoma, with representative inner/outer
perfusion characteristics (3 kg/m3-s and 3 kg/m3-s, respectively) denoted by the ‘R’, the outer thermal conductivity clearly
influences the time required to achieve ablation.
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For the purposes of this study, complete ablation

could not be achieved if greater than 20 min was

required (as denoted by the white area of the graph

beyond the 20-min line in the figures, where applic-

able), as this is a commonly used clinical guideline.

Results

Phase 1: Effect of varied thermal conductivity

superimposed on a range of perfusions

Increasing surrounding tissue thermal conductivity

(i.e., from fat to soft tissue to fluid; 0.23–0.7 kg/m3-s),

increases the time required to achieve complete

ablation such that tumor surrounded by fluid takes

longer compared to soft tissue, followed by fat. This

effect was most apparent at lower perfusions; as it was

more difficult to achieve complete ablation at higher

tumor/surrounding tissue perfusions regardless of

surrounding tissue thermal conductivity (Figure 2).

For example, inner thermal conductivity of soft tissue

surrounded by fat had the greatest tumor heating in

the shortest time, while ablation of soft tissue

surrounded by ascites often could not be achieved

despite increased heating times up to 20 minutes

(Figure 2). As a clinical example, in treating renal cell

carcinoma (with representative inner/outer perfusion

characteristics denoted by the ‘R’ in Figure 2),

increasing outer thermal conductivity increases the

time required to achieve ablation.

Additionally, trying to achieve a 5 mm ablative

margin around the tumor not only required longer

ablation times but was more dependent on surround-

ing tissue perfusion, and was more difficult to

achieve at higher perfusions. Also, there was a

smaller difference between the times required to

achieve complete ablation of the tumor with a 5 mm

ablative margin for different surrounding thermal

conductivities compared to tumor alone (Figure 2).

These findings of RF heating patterns were similar

for both a 3 cm single and 2.5 cm cluster electrode,

though the 2.5 cm cluster electrode could achieve

ablation in shorter RF times and for larger tumors,

though again, this effect was most evident at lower

perfusions. For example, the 2.5 cm cluster electrode

could treat nearly all 3 cm tumors within 20 minutes,

and a greater number of larger sized tumors (4–5 cm)

(Figure 3), though this was limited to tumors/tissues

Figure 3. Effect of varying outer tissue thermal conductivity on RF heating for a 2.5 cm cluster electrode.
This figure demonstrates the differences in the time required to achieve 50�C, using an internally cooled 2.5 cm cluster
electrode, of the entire 4 cm tumor (0.5 W/m-�C) (without (top) and with (bottom) a 5 mm ablative margin) surrounded by
fat (left, 0.23 W/m-�C), soft tissue (middle, 0.5 W/m-�C), and fluid (right, 0.7 W/m-�C), for varying inner tumor (y-axis) and
outer tissue (x-axis) perfusions. Similar to findings in Figure 2 for a single electrode, perfusion demonstrates a dominant
effect in all situations. Achieving an additional 5 mm ablative margin is also predominantly limited by high perfusions,
though thermal conductivity does minimally effective ablation for surrounding fluid compared to fat/soft tissue. Inner
perfusion has a dominant effect when trying to ablate the tumor alone, compared to including an ablative margin, where
outer perfusion is more dominant. Increasing outer thermal tissue conductivity increases the time required for a given
ablation, and can limit ablation success at higher perfusion states.
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with lower perfusions (<4 kg/m3-s inner and outer

perfusions).

Phase II: Effect of varied electrical conductivity

superimposed on a range of perfusions

For varied electrical conductivity, the greatest heat-

ing occurred for tumor surrounding by lung tissue

(lowest; �(I)¼ 0.5, �(O)¼ 0.1 S/m), followed by

tumor surrounded by soft tissue (intermediate,

�(I)¼ 0.5, �(O)¼ 0.5 S/m), with the least heating

seen for tumor surrounded by normal kidney

(highest, �(I)¼ 0.5, �(O)¼ 3.3 S/m) (Figure 4). For

example, attempting to achieve complete ablation

plus a 5 mm ablative margin of background tissue

required longer heating times and was more depen-

dent on background tissue perfusion levels (and not

possible at higher perfusions). The overall heating

patterns were similar for all tumor sizes, though

larger sized tumors required longer heating times. As

a clinical example, in hepatocellular carcinoma (with

representative inner/outer perfusion characteristics

denoted by the ‘H’ in Figure 5), the outer thermal

conductivity clearly influences the time required to

achieve ablation, if this can be achieved at all.

Furthermore, the heating patterns were similar for

both the 3 cm single and 2.5 cm cluster electrode,

though larger sized tumors could be treated by the

cluster electrode.

Increasing the inner tumor electrical conductivity

by simulated adjuvant saline injection (�(I)¼ 0.5

�(O)¼ 0.5 S/m) decreased RF times, and allowed

complete ablation of cases with higher inner/outer

perfusions compared to normal tumor (Figure 5).

Phase III: Computer modeling of the ‘best’ and ‘worst’

clinical scenarios with varied thermal and electrical

conductivity

When assessing the ‘best’ (i.e., simulating saline

injected around the electrode surrounded by soft

tissue (electrical inner and outer conductivity of 4.0

and 0.5 S/m, respectively), surrounded by fat

(thermal inner and outer conductivity of 0.5 and

0.23 W/m-�C, respectively)) and ‘worst’ clinical

scenarios (i.e. simulating tumor in kidney (electrical

inner and outer conductivity of 0.5 and 3.3 S/m,

respectively), surrounded by ascites (thermal inner

and outer conductivity of 0.5 and 0.7 W/m-�C,

respectively)) for a 3 cm single electrode, the greatest

Figure 4. Effect of varying outer tissue electrical conductivity on RF heating for a 3 cm single electrode.
This figure demonstrates the differences in the time required to achieve 50�C, using an internally cooled 3 cm single
electrode, of the entire 3 cm tumor (0.5 S/m) (without (top) and with (bottom) a 5 mm ablative margin) surrounded by
lung/bone (left, 0.1 S/m), soft tissue (middle, 0.5 S/m), and kidney (right, 3.3 S/m), for varying inner tumor (y-axis) and
outer tissue (x-axis) perfusions. Increasing the outer tissue electrical conductivity (kidney4soft tissue4lung/bone) increases
the time required to achieve ablation of the tumor alone from 6–8 min (lung/bone) to up to 20 min (kidney), and at certain
high perfusion states, complete ablation cannot be achieved. Again, when trying to achieve an ablative margin, outer
perfusion is more dominant, though in the absence of perfusion, outer thermal conductivity affects the time required to
ablate the tumor.
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effects of thermal and electrical conductivity were

seen in the 3–4 cm tumor range (Figure 6), as almost

all 2 cm, and almost no 5 cm tumors could be

treated. For example, in the setting of saline injected

around the electrode in a tumor surrounded by fat,

the entire 3 cm tumor could be treated within

8–10 minutes, and almost the entire tumor with a

5 mm ablative margin could be treated within

20 minutes. Compared to this, a similarly sized

renal tumor surrounded by ascites took longer to

heat, and could not be completely treated at higher

tissue and tumor perfusions (greater than 4 kg/m3-s

inner and outer perfusion). Additionally, a 5 mm

ablative margin could not be achieved, except in the

setting of almost no perfusion. For a 2.5 cm cluster

electrode, almost all 2 and 3 cm tumors could be

treated, regardless of the thermal and electrical

conductivity characteristics. However, for larger

tumors (4–5 cm), a similar pattern existed, where

tumors with the ‘best’ tissue characteristics, both

without (Figure 7) and with (Figure 8) a 5 mm

ablative margin, could be treated in a shorter time,

and at higher tumor and tissue perfusion states than

the ‘worst’ combination of characteristics.

Discussion

As RF ablation’s therapeutic benefit is increasingly

demonstrated in a wide range of tumor and tissue

types, further characterization and understanding of

the role of intrinsic tumor and tissue characteristics

will be critical for optimizing RF energy delivery

paradigms, and improving overall RF predictability.

While prior modeling studies have studied the role of

thermal and electrical conductivity in single and two

compartment models [19–21, 29], those studies have

been limited in that they evaluated the effects of

electrical and thermal conductivity and perfusion

individually and for a limited number of tissues,

while in clinical reality, these characteristics vary in

combination for many tumors and tissues [34].

Accordingly, this study combines modeling of these

characteristics in clinically relevant settings of varied

underlying tumor and surrounding tissue perfusion,

Figure 5. Effect of varying inner tissue electrical conductivity on RF heating for a 3 cm single electrode.
This figure demonstrates the differences in the time required to achieve 50�C, using an internally cooled 3 cm single
electrode, of both 3 (top) and 4 (bottom) cm tumors including a 5 mm ablative margin, infused with adjuvant saline (left,
4.0 S/m) or surrounded by soft tissue (right, 0.5 S/m), for varying inner tumor (y-axis) and outer tissue (x-axis) perfusions.
Increasing the inner tissue electrical conductivity (adjuvant saline4soft tissue) decreases the time required to achieve
ablation of the tumor alone from 12–20 min to up to 8 min, and increases the range of inner/outer perfusions at which tumors
can be completely ablated. As an example, in hepatocellular carcinoma, with representative inner/outer perfusion
characteristics (hypervascular HCC with an inner perfusion of 3.3 kg/m3-s, surrounded by cirrhotic liver with an outer
perfusion of 1 kg/m3-s) denoted by the ‘H’, the outer thermal conductivity clearly influences the time required to achieve
ablation, if this can be achieved at all.
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to characterize the extent in which clinically relevant

effects may occur.

The results of our study confirm prior work

demonstrating that tissue perfusion remains the

dominant tissue characteristic influencing RF heat-

ing, as has been well-documented in multiple prior

experimental, clinical, and recent modeling studies

[17, 21, 36]. However, continued variation in

treatment outcomes and the ability to successfully

treat tumors is also influenced by other tissue

characteristics such as thermal and electrical con-

ductivity. This effect is most apparent in the clinically

relevant range of tumor sizes (3–5 cm) and treatment

application times (8–20 minutes), and in commonly

encountered clinical scenarios. For example, the

presence of fat surrounding the tumor (with lower

outer thermal conductivity) continues to increase

inner tumor heating, and reduces the time required

to achieve complete ablation. Interestingly, computer

modeling of often-encountered clinical scenarios can

provide insight into clinical observations already

reported in the literature. For example, Gervais

et al. document the difficulties in achieving complete

tumor ablation in central renal tumors compared to

exophytic renal tumors surrounded by perirenal fat

[37]. Our results demonstrate that this effect is likely

related to the lower thermal conductivity of fat,

which serves as a heat insulator for tumor ablation.

Indeed, insight into these effects may ultimately yield

strategies to modify these characteristics in a manner

that could improve overall RF ablation efficacy.

Our results further confirm the clinical relevance

of surrounding tissue electrical conductivity, even in

the presence of underlying tissue perfusion. Prior

experimental and clinical studies have demonstrated

the utility of modifying tissue electrical conductivity

by injecting adjuvant saline around the electrode [16,

38, 39], findings which are reproduced in this

modeling effort. Additionally, our results also sug-

gest that underlying unfavorable tumor and sur-

rounding tissue electrical conductivity characteristics

of normal renal tissue around an RCC may

contribute, along with the more well-known effect

of high tissue perfusion, to the clinical difficulties in

treating these tumors, including obtaining an ablative

margin [40]. Furthermore, characterization of all

Figure 6. Comparing the effects of varying electrical and thermal conductivity for ‘best’ and ‘worst’ case scenarios for a
3 cm single electrode. This figure demonstrates the differences in the time required to achieve 50�C for varying inner tumor
and outer tissue perfusions, using an internally cooled 3 cm single electrode for 3–5 cm tumors, with the ‘best’ (top,
simulating adjuvant saline injecting in tumor (electrical inner and outer conductivity of 4.0 and 0.5 S/m, respectively),
surrounded by fat (thermal inner and outer conductivity of 0.5 and 0.23 W/m-�C, respectively)) and ‘worst’ (bottom,
simulating RCC in normal kidney (electrical inner and outer conductivity of 0.5 and 3.3 S/m, respectively), surrounded by
ascites (thermal inner and outer conductivity of 0.5 and 0.7 W/m-�C, respectively)) scenarios based upon varying thermal
and electrical conductivities. Significant differences can be seen between the ‘best’ and ‘worst’ combinations of electrical and
thermal conductivity on the times required to achieve ablation and the range of tissue perfusions at which ablation can be
achieved. For example, all 3 cm tumors regardless of perfusion can be ablated, compared to only those with lower inner/outer
perfusion for 5 cm tumors. A similar pattern is seen when also trying to achieve an ablative margin.
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three tissue characteristics simultaneously for com-

monly encountered clinical scenarios demonstrates

that there are significant differences in tissue heating

between those that have optimal tissue characteristics

and those that do not. These findings are useful in

that they identify those scenarios that will have the

greatest potential for RF ablation success, and

provide insight as to why RF ablation may be less

successful in other scenarios.

Our study suggests that with further refinement

and validation, computer modeling of tumor and

surrounding tissue perfusion characteristics for spe-

cific tumors, may permit prediction of the likelihood

of achieving complete ablation with currently recom-

mended RF ablation strategies (i.e, 3 cm single or

2.5 cm cluster electrode for 12 minutes), and

determine the optimal (either shorter or longer)

times required to treat different tumors.

Additionally, as clinical studies have demonstrated,

achieving optimal tumor ablation includes ablating at

least a 5 mm margin of surrounding normal-appear-

ing background tissue [35], our results support

recent studies that have demonstrated that differ-

ences in tumor/background characteristics can deter-

mine if and when ablation of a peripheral margin can

be achieved [20, 29]. Given the well-documented

difficulties in achieving complete RF ablation of

larger tumors, especially in the liver, using differ-

ences in tumor/background characteristics in con-

junction with tumor size may help to identify which

tumors have a higher likelihood for success with RF

treatment. Alternatively, in those tumors that are

unlikely to be completely ablated with the existing

clinical RF paradigms, further modeling may allow

us to identify the extent of ablation that can be

achieved with a single RF application, which can help

design the more robust protocols for ‘overlapping’

ablations [41, 42].

Our results, along with prior studies, demonstrate

that generation of surface response maps using data

Figure 7. Comparing the effects of varying electrical and thermal conductivity for ‘best’ and ‘worst’ case scenarios for a
2.5 cm cluster electrode. This figure demonstrates the differences in the time required to achieve 50�C for varying inner
tumor and outer tissue perfusions, using an internally cooled 2.5 cm cluster electrode for 4–5 cm tumors, with the ‘best’ (top,
simulating adjuvant saline injecting in tumor (electrical inner and outer conductivity of 4.0 and 0.5 S/m, respectively),
surrounded by fat (thermal inner and outer conductivity of 0.5 and 0.23 W/m-�C, respectively)) and ‘worst’ (bottom,
simulating RCC in normal kidney (electrical inner and outer conductivity of 0.5 and 3.3 S/m, respectively), surrounded by
ascites (thermal inner and outer conductivity of 0.5 and 0.7 W/m-�C, respectively)) scenarios based upon varying thermal
and electrical conductivities. As for the single electrode, significant differences can be seen between the ‘best’ and ‘worst’
combinations of electrical and thermal conductivity on the times required to achieve ablation and the range of tissue
perfusions at which ablation can be achieved.
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from multiple simulations from computer modeling

of the Bioheat equation continues to be a robust

strategy for optimizing and evaluating RF ablation

techniques [19–21, 23, 29, 36]. Specifically, the

differing influences of tumor and surrounding tissue

characteristics on RF heating patterns and the ability

to achieve complete tumor ablation without and with

a 5 mm ablative margin underscores the necessity of

using a two-compartment model to accurately

characterize RF tissue heating patterns. Indeed, in

this paper we show how this mapping of trends in

tissue heating can help explain why several RF tissue

interactions can significantly influence both how

required RF application time will vary, or if complete

ablation is even achievable for varying clinical

scenarios. Additionally, given that current clinical

RF paradigms, and the most clinical experience, are

based upon treatment of hepatic tumors, optimized

RF ablation techniques in other tissues will likely

require differing amounts of RF application time

based upon differences in tissue characteristics.

While these initial results shed further insight into

the role of RF tissue interactions on RF induced

heating, there are several limitations of this study.

Although several prior studies have used this model

in characterization of the effects of both electrical and

thermal conductivity on RF ablation with good ex

vivo correlation [25, 29], further correlation of these

findings to in vivo models will be required. Indeed,

this study represents only one step forward towards

the ultimate goal of developing clinically relevant

predictive computer models based upon measured

parameter inputs, and therefore, we caution against

over-interpreting these results. Our modeling

assumes that 50�C is an absolute thermal threshold

for tissue destruction when, in fact, RF thermal

dosimetry is likely to vary, as different tissues

demonstrate varying tissue-specific thermal sensitiv-

ities [43]. Additionally, we assume tissue perfusion

homogeneity and as yet have not incorporated the

potential effect of larger vessels that are known to

induce ‘heat-sink’ and influence ablation shape and

outcome [17, 36, 44]. Thus, further refinements in

defining endpoints may ultimately be needed for true

predictability. Regardless, the current strategy of

characterizing RF tissue interactions by isolating and

Figure 8. Comparing the effects of varying electrical and thermal conductivity for ‘best’ and ‘worst’ case scenarios.
This figure demonstrates the differences in the time required to achieve 50�C for varying inner tumor and outer tissue
perfusions, using an internally cooled 2.5 cm cluster electrode for 3–5 cm tumors with a 5 mm ablative margin, with the ‘best’
(top, simulating adjuvant saline injecting in tumor (electrical inner and outer conductivity of 4.0 and 0.5 S/m, respectively),
surrounded by fat (thermal inner and outer conductivity of 0.5 and 0.23 W/m-�C, respectively)) and ‘worst’ (bottom,
simulating RCC in normal kidney (electrical inner and outer conductivity of 0.5 and 3.3 S/m, respectively), surrounded by
ascites (thermal inner and outer conductivity of 0.5 and 0.7 W/m-�C, respectively)) scenarios based upon varying thermal
and electrical conductivities. Additionally, the ability to achieve ablation of a 5 mm margin is more dependent on outer
perfusion (as demonstrated by the horizontally oriented isotherms) compared to achieving complete ablation without a
margin (which is more dependent on inner perfusion, see Figure 7 for example).
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modulating individual parameters has already

expanded our understanding of clinical RF ablation.

Finally, to ultimately translate this into clinical

practice, our approach assumes that the various

tissue characteristics can be accurately measured in

an in vivo setting. To this end, recent studies have

examined the role of CT perfusion and MR arterial

spin labeling to characterize tumor perfusion

[45–48], and the development of micro-probes in

assessing in vivo tissue electrical and thermal con-

ductivities [49, 50], suggesting the potential for

translating our findings into improvements in pre-

procedure planning and better accuracy of RF

ablation.

In conclusion, systematic two-compartment finite-

element computer modeling of RF ablation demon-

strates that while tissue perfusion has the dominant

effect on RF heating, thermal and electrical con-

ductivity are also important influences. Furthermore,

optimal combinations of thermal and electrical

conductivity can partially negate the effect of perfu-

sion, and suboptimal thermal and electrical con-

ductivity markedly limit successful ablation except in

the setting of almost non-existent perfusion for

clinically relevant tumor sizes. Knowledge of these

are an important and necessary next step in rationally

refining and tailoring optimal RF algorithms for

specific clinical scenarios.
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